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ABSTRACT:The reduction of a single-layer FeO film grown
on Pt(111) by CO at elevated pressures and temperatures has
been studied through an interplay of scanning tunneling
microscopy, ambient-pressure X-ray photoelectron spectros-
copy, and density functional theory calculations. Exposure of
the FeO thin film to CO at pressures between 1 and 30 Torr
and temperatures between 500 and 530 K leads to formation
of a honeycomb-structured Fe3O2 film with hollow sites
occupied by single Pt atoms extracted from the substrate
surface.The formation of these adatoms is driven by an increase
in CO adsorption energy. In addition, the structure incorpo-
rates undercoordinated Fe centers, which are proposed to have
substantial effects on the catalytic properties of the surface.

Knowledge of the surface structure of catalytic materials under
realistic temperature and pressure conditions is crucial for

obtaining an atomistic understanding of the reaction mechan-
isms of heterogeneous catalysts. Exposure to reactant molecules,
especially at elevated pressures and temperatures, may cause
substantial surface restructuring, leading to the breaking of
metal�metal bonds.1�7 As a result, the catalytic properties of
the material are changed. Thus, studies of surfaces under ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) conditions may fail to reproduce in a
realistic way the processes occurring on real catalysts.

Contributing further to the complexity of such systems is the
addition of promoter materials to the catalyst, either in the form
of so-called “active supports” or as additives to the supported
catalyst. The presence of iron in platinum-based catalysts has
been shown to enhance their catalytic activity for several
reactions, including the preferential oxidation of CO in hydro-
gen (PROX),8�11 the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR),12�14

and the water-gas shift (WGS) reaction.15,16 The promotional
effects of Fe have been attributed in some cases to alloy
formation, which modifies the electronic structure of the Pt
and thus its chemisorption behavior,9�11,13 and in others to
metal�oxide interface effects such as charge transfer or the
creation of complementary reactive sites on the metal and oxide
surfaces.8,17

Clearly, the relative importance of such effects depends not
only on the structure of the catalyst synthesized but also on the
reaction conditions, as Fe can exist in a number of different
chemical states. Thus, to understand the catalytic behavior of
such promoted catalysts, it is mandatory to determine the
detailed atomic-scale surface structure of different Fe/Pt systems
in situ under reaction conditions.

Recently, Sun, Giordano, and co-workers showed that under
strongly oxidizing conditions and total pressures in the millibar
range, a monolayer FeO film on Pt(111) is transformed into a
trilayer FeO2 phase, which is reported to be highly active for CO
oxidation.18�20 However, in some reactions, including PROX,
for which Fe/Pt has been shown to be a very active catalyst,11,21

strongly reducing conditions are employed, and the catalytic
activity and selectivity are largely determined by the energetics of
adsorption of CO on the surface.22 We therefore undertook the
present study in order to determine the structural changes that
occur in similar FeO films at high CO pressures, where oxygen-
deficient phases rather than oxygen-rich ones may form. In
particular, we compared the FeOx phases found at high CO
pressures with the surprisingly stable substoichiometric FeOx

films observed in previous studies after reduction with atomic
hydrogen under UHV conditions.23,24

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) measurements were
carried out using the Aarhus scanning tunneling microscope25

mounted in a UHV chamber with a directly attached, gold-plated
high-pressure cell wherein CO exposures were performed. The
in situ ambient-pressure X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (AP-
XPS)measurements26,27 were performed at beamline 11.0.2 at the
Advanced Light Source28 at Lawrence Berkeley National Labora-
tory, where XPS spectra were recorded at total pressures up to∼1
Torr. In both the STM and AP-XPS experiments, the FeO thin
films were prepared by deposition and oxidation of Fe onto an
atomically clean and flat Pt(111) single-crystal surface.29�31

Density functional theory (DFT) calculations were carried out
in slab supercell geometry using the VASP code,32,33 employing
the PW91 exchange�correlation functional,34 the on-siteHubbardU
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correction of Dudarev,35 a five-layer Pt slab, and a p(2� 2) surface
unit cell. The experimental and computational methods
are described in further detail in the Supporting Information.

STM experiments showed that exposure of the FeO/Pt(111)
film toCOgas underUHV conditions (pressures up to∼2� 10�5

Torr and temperatures up to 600 K) had no effect on the surface
structure. In contrast, CO exposures at pressures of several Torr
induced significant changes to the surface structure. STM images
of the FeO/Pt(111) surface following exposure to CO at high
pressures are depicted in Figure 1a,b. In this case, we observed
patches of the hexagonal single-layer FeO structure, which initially
covered the entire surface, coexisting with a new phase that
appeared in the STM images as a hexagonal lattice of bright
protrusions (0.8�1.2 Å apparent height). The distance between
these protrusions was 5.5 Å, corresponding to a p(2� 2) overlayer
unit cell with respect to the Pt(111) substrate. The patches of FeO
exhibited triangular features previously identified as oxygen vacancy
dislocation loops36 in studies where FeO films were reduced by
atomic hydrogen. In these studies, the dislocation loops preceded
and accompanied formation of new reduced iron oxide phases,
identified as Fe4O3 and Fe3O2. The latter of these was found to
consist of a p(2� 2) honeycomb structure and to be stable against
further reduction by atomic hydrogen.24

The p(2 � 2) phase formed upon exposure to CO was
observed to nucleate near Pt step edges as well as on the terraces,
where newly formed “pits” were also observed. Figure 1c displays
an STM image of one of these pits, exhibiting resolved features
within it. The corresponding line profile is shown in Figure 1d. It
can be seen in this image and the line profile that the apparent
STM height and corrugation within the pit were very similar to

those of the lower terrace shown on the right side of the image,
suggesting that the pits consist of areas where a single layer of Pt
has been removed beneath the surface. We thus conclude that
these pit structures result from extraction of Pt atoms from the
underlying surface upon exposure to high-pressure CO.

In-situ XPS spectra acquired during exposure to CO at high
pressure revealed more details about the restructuring of the
surface. In these experiments, the pristine FeO/Pt(111) sample
was placed in the AP-XPS chamber, and 1 Torr CO gas was
added at room temperature. With the CO pressure fixed, the
sample was then heated to the desired temperature, and XPS
spectra were acquired.

The AP-XPS measurements are depicted in Figure 2, which
showsO 1s, Pt 4f7/2, Fe 3p, and C 1s spectra at room temperature
and at 510 K, where the reduction of the FeO film had taken
place. All four room-temperature spectra acquired in CO were
indistinguishable from those of pristine FeO under UHV. We
therefore conclude that the FeO film is stable in 1 Torr CO at low
temperature. Heating the sample to 510 K in the presence of
CO led to a reduction in the intensity of the O 1s FeOx peak at
529.4 eV by∼30% and a shift of the Fe 3p peak to 53.6 eV, which
is significantly higher than the value measured for metallic Fe on
Pt(111) (52.2 eV)24 and slightly higher than that measured for
the Fe3O2 phase formed by reduction with atomic hydrogen

Figure 1. (a, b) Small- and large-scale STM images [(a) 0.023 V, 1.7 nA;
(b) 0.22 V, 2.2 nA] of the FeO/Pt surface after 10 min exposures to 20
Torr CO at 520�530 K. These exposures resulted in the formation of a
p(2� 2) structure appearing as a hexagonal lattice of bright protrusions.
Growth of this phase came at the expense of the FeO film (visible in
between), which also exhibited triangular oxygen vacancy dislocation
loops [marked with blue triangles in (a)], indicating partial reduction of
the FeO. The p(2� 2) phase grew near step edges and newly formed pits
in the terraces. (c) STM image (0.078 V, 1.0 nA) of a CO-induced pit
found near a Pt step edge. A two-level false-color scale has been used to
distinguish the lower and upper layers. (d) Line profile extracted from (c),
showing the apparent height and corrugation of the pit and surrounding
surface. The model (side view, not to scale) shows schematically the
proposed structure, where Pt (gray) is removed from the top layer and
incorporated into the FeOx film (depicted simply as red discs).

Figure 2. Ambient-pressure XPS measurements of the FeOx film during
exposure to 1 Torr CO at room temperature (lower spectra) and 510 K
(upper spectra). Primary features include a reduction in FeOxO 1s signal
intensity and a shift of the Fe 3p peak to lower binding energy, indicating
partial reduction of the FeO film, and the appearance of features due to
adsorption of CO at Pt sites in the O 1s, Pt 4f, and C 1s spectra. Solid blue
lines are least-squares fits composed of the individual peaks shown. The
bottom panel displays LEED patterns measured before and after the AP-
XPS measurements, showing the formation of the p(2� 2) phase (solid
red circles) at the expense of the FeO(111) phase (dashed circles). Also
shown is a ball model (gray, Pt; pink, Fe; red, O) of the proposed
structure, as determined by DFTþU calculations.
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(53.1 eV).24 The XPS results thus suggest the transformation of
the FeO thin film to a partially reduced oxide phase rather than a
complete reduction to Fe metal.

In addition, the O 1s spectrum at 510 K showed a second
feature at 532.6 eV that appeared simultaneously with the decrease
in FeOx intensity and the shift of the Fe 3p peak. A shoulder at
71.9 eV in the Pt 4f spectrum and a new feature at 286.7 eV in
the C 1s spectrum also appeared. These three new features are
characteristic of CO adsorbed at Pt sites, and the binding energies
suggest an atop adsorption mode.37 The absence of additional
features at ∼531 eV and ∼286 eV in the O 1s and C 1s regions,
respectively, which would correspond to adsorption of CO at Pt
bridge sites, indicated that the newly exposed Pt did not take the
form of open (111) facets but rather was dispersed in such a way
that only a single type of site was accessible.37,38 Low-energy
electron diffraction (LEED) patterns obtained before and after the
CO treatment are also presented in Figure 2 (bottom left), and
they show the development of a p(2� 2) phase at the expense of
the FeO(111) phase, providing a good correlation with the STM
results. Thus, on the basis of the combination of STM, XPS,
and LEED results, we propose that CO adsorbs at Pt adatoms in
the pockets of a Fe3O2 honeycomb phase. A ball model of the
p(2� 2) adatom structure, following structural optimization with
DFTþU calculations, is depicted in Figure 2 (bottom right).

Our experiments furthermore indicate that the presence of
adsorbed CO is not only necessary for the formation the
observed Fe3O2�Pt structure but also important in stabilizing
it. STM images obtained after the CO-induced structure was
heated in vacuum for 10 min at 500 K and for a few seconds at
600 K are depicted in Figure 3a,b, respectively. These STM
images reveal that the structure decomposed in the absence of
CO, with the Pt atoms beginning to grow into continuous
islands formed between patches of FeOx. The measured
heights of these islands were consistent with monolayer Pt
adjacent to FeO (as can be deduced from the typical apparent
heights of 1.2�1.5 Å for the submonolayer FeO islands),
further supporting the structural assignment presented above.

The reason for the formation of the Pt adatoms within Fe3O2

pocket sites was clarified byDFTþU calculations, as summarized
in Figure 4. Here, for simplicity, we computed the total energies
of several configurations with identical atomic compositions
based on the Fe3O2 structure previously found to be stable upon
reduction.24 It was found that in the absence of CO, extraction of
a Pt atom from the surface and inclusion into the honeycomb
pocket site is highly unfavorable energetically, by 0.97 eV when a

Pt vacancy is left in the first Pt layer and 0.66 eVwhen the vacancy
moves to the second layer. However, the situation changes
completely in the presence of CO. On the Fe3O2 structure
without Pt adatoms, CO adsorbs preferentially in the pockets of
the honeycomb, with an adsorption energy of�0.57 eV. When a
Pt atom is pulled out of the surface and into the pocket, however,
the CO adsorption energy increases to �1.71 eV with a Pt
vacancy in the first layer and �1.84 eV with the vacancy located
in the second layer. This large increase in CO adsorption energy
is sufficient to overcome the energetic cost of vacancy creation,
making the Pt abstraction exothermic by�0.61 eV. Aggregation
of the vacancies thus formed into monolayer pits, as observed in
the STM images, would be expected to stabilize the Pt adatom
structure even further than estimated here.

The calculations also indicated that the Pt adatom structure
with adsorbed CO should be stable against removal of oxygen:
reaction of the adsorbed CO molecule with an O atom from
Fe3O2 to form gas-phase CO2 was calculated to be endothermic
by 1.53 eV and hindered by a large activation barrier of 1.77 eV,
making the process highly unfavorable and improbable at the
moderate temperatures employed here. This explains why the
complete reduction was not observed with STM and XPS.

The inclusion of Pt adatoms in the honeycomb pockets of the
Fe3O2 structure and their stabilization by adsorbed CO, as
observed here, is similar to the CO-induced roughening of pure
Pt single-crystal surfaces, which is also at least partly linked to the
increase in CO binding energy at undercoordinated atoms.4

Mutual repulsion between adsorbed CO molecules, which
additionally contributes to the roughening of Pt surfaces,39,40 is
also likely to be relevant, as this would prevent aggregation of the
Pt atoms and decomposition of the Fe3O2 honeycomb structure,
which was observed upon annealing under UHV conditions.

We have thus demonstrated for the first time that exposure of a
metal-supported oxide monolayer to high-pressure COmay lead
to significant restructuring at the interface, resulting in a structure
with metal atoms mixed into the monolayer. The formation of
such a structure on a catalyst surface, which may be likely under
reducing conditions and in the presence of CO (such as those
employed in the preferential oxidation of CO in hydrogen for

Figure 3. Decomposition of the p(2 � 2) film upon annealing in
vacuum. (a) STM image (0.11 V, 1.5 nA) of the sample surface prepared
by exposure to CO following annealing in vacuum at 500 K for 10 min.
(b) STM image (0.093 V, 2.5 nA) of a similarly prepared surface
following a brief annealing in vacuum at 600 K.

Figure 4. Schematic showing the relative energetics of different atomic
configurations based on the Fe3O2 structure in the presence (blue) and
absence (red) of adsorbed CO/CO2, as determined by DFTþU
calculations. Adsorption energies of CO and CO2 are indicated in green.
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purification of H2), may have a profound effect on the reactivity
of the catalyst. In the present case, the Pt adatom structure
appears to stabilize the undercoordinated Fe atoms in the Fe3O2

structure (each of these being coordinated to two O atoms),
potentially preserving these sites for reversible adsorption of
reactants. The fact that these sites are located directly adjacent to
Pt atoms, where CO is adsorbed, further suggests the possibility
for a dual-site Langmuir�Hinshelwood CO oxidation mechan-
ism, where CO adsorbed at the Pt site reacts with an oxidizing
species adsorbed at the Fe site, thus eliminating competition
between the reactants for adsorption sites. Indeed, it has recently
been shown by Fu et al.21 that undercoordinated Fe atoms at the
edges of FeO nanoclusters on Pt(111) provide adsorption sites
for O2 on CO-saturated surfaces, enabling CO oxidation at low
temperatures. Finally, the structure revealed here offers an
alternative explanation for the high PROX activity observed for
the high-surface-area Fe�Pt catalyst by Fu et al.21 in their article
about FeO nanoclusters. Further studies in this direction may
provide valuable insight into the operation of this and similar
bimetallic catalysts.
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